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Keep walking. This may be the day your Jericho walls come down. We all face them. Strongholds

with a strong hold on our lives. Roadblocks to our joy. Obstacles in our marriages. Fortresses of fear

blocking us from peace. How can we bring down these walls that keep us from the future God

promises?Â  Remember the story of Joshua and the battle of Jericho? Those were some formidable

foes and big barriers. Max Lucado says the book of Joshua is in the bible to remind us of one thing:

God Fights For Us! We can overcome, because He has already overcome.Â  We were not made to

stand in the shadow of our walls and quake. We were made to stand on top of Jericho's rubble and

conquer. We win, because God's already won. Need a new battle plan for life? Keep walking, keep

believing. These may be your Glory Days.
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"Glory Days ... " by Max Lucado, is simply a glorious rendition of Joshua with lessons we can learn

through another of Max Lucado's finest, not to be missed books, especially if you're in the midst of a

battle or trial, in need of some encouragement and the strength to encounter your vision of the

Promised Land that is yours for the taking of really, actually "...Living Your Promised Land Now."

The contrast to the immigrants that first came to America seeking entering into a bright, new

beginning is such a wonderful insight to how we too might seek our new beginning in Christ and

God's Promises.I just love the down to earth writings of Max Lucado, yet somehow this one is still

filled with so much GLORY! It is sadly true that "Life has a way of taking the life out of us" so that



"often we go through situations where the challenge seems so much greater than our strength"

however Max has a way of teaching and retelling the story of Joshua in this new release of "Glory

Days" with lessons that are still true for us today, where we can find hope and inspiration from

Joshua, to move us from whatever our "wilderness situation" or wanderings may be into a new

mindset of victory toward our own Promised Land. Max has a special gift of writing that makes

stories in the Bible come alive as he relates Joshua to our own lives in a wonderful story-like fashion

as if you can hear him actually telling you this and opening your eyes to grasping the truths so you

can live this faith and believe the promises that your best days - our "glory" days - are still ahead of

us.
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